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About this Document 

RAILROAD & CO. is the leading product line of computer programs for digitally or con-
ventionally controlled model railroads. It contains the following members: 
 
• TrainController™ is the world's leading software for model railroad computer con-

trol.  
• TrainProgrammer™ is the program, which makes programming of DCC decoders 

as simple as a few clicks with your mouse.  
• +Net™ is a module, that allows you to control your layout with a network of several 

computers running TrainController™.  
• +4DSound™ is a module, that recreates realistic spatial sound effects for each mod-

el railroad layout controlled by TrainController™ without the need to install on-
board sound into each decoder. 

• +SmartHand™ is the world's premium handheld railroad control system designed 
for computer controlled model railroads.  

RAILROAD & CO. TrainProgrammer™ Users Guide 

An overview of the basic concepts of TrainProgrammer ™ is provided in this Users 
Guide. By reading this document one can obtain information about the many features of 
the product. Additionally you are provided with background information necessary for 
digital decoder programming with TrainProgrammer™. 
 
The document is divided into two parts. Part I provides a quick start tutorial for users, 
who are in a hurry and are in a fever to start quickly. Part II explains the fundamentals of 
use.  
 
Details of usage are mentioned only if they are necessary to understand the related is-
sues, or to point to important features of the program. If you want to know in detail, how

 

 
specific functions are to be used, refer to the Help menu of TrainProgrammer™, 
please. 
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Several sections or paragraphs show additional markings for novice or advanced readers 
or to indicate important notes. The markings and their meaning are: 
 

Basic content. Novice readers should focus on these parts. 

Extended content for advanced users. Novice readers should ignore these parts in the 
beginning.  

Important note. 

Help Menu 

The help menu installed with TrainProgrammer™ contains detailed reference infor-
mation necessary for using the program. All menus, dialogs and options are completely 
described and can be referred to in case of questions or problems. 
 
Please note: no document is complete without the other. If you want to know, what 
a certain term means or what a certain function does, refer to this Users Guide, 
please. If you want to know, how a certain object is to be edited or how

 

 a specific 
function is to be executed, call the help menu. 

 

B 
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Quick Start - Step 1: 
Installation and Program Start 

 
You have obtained TrainProgrammer™ to conveniently program the decoders and 
other devices of your digitally controlled model railroad with your computer. It is easily 
understood, if you are eager to use the program as soon as possible. If you are in a hurry 
about starting without reading the complete Users Guide first, you can also run through 
the following quick start tutorial about TrainProgrammer™.  
 
Detailed explanations about the concepts, that are the fundamentals of the following, can 
be found in Part II of this document. It is strongly recommended to study the contents of 
this part prior to working seriously with TrainProgrammer™.  
 
Now let us start: 

Installation 

The installation file of TrainProgrammer™, its name is TPSETUP.EXE, can be down-
loaded from the download area of the Internet home page of the software 
(www.freiwald.com). 
 
After starting TPSETUP.EXE a self-explaining window is displayed, that guides you 
through the steps, that are necessary to install TrainProgrammer™ on your computer. 

http://www.freiwald.com/�
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Diagram 1: TrainProgrammer™ Setup Screen 

 
Ensure, that you select the right language, because the selected language will also appear 
later, when running TrainProgrammer™.  
 
Before you start TrainProgrammer™ you should connect your digital system, with 
which you are controlling your model railroad, to the computer. Please refer to the in-
structions provided by the manufacturer of your digital system, how this is done. 

Program Start 

After correct installation of TrainProgrammer™ there should be an entry in the Start 
menu of your Windows system, with which you can start the software. 
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Diagram 2: License Inquiry 

 
After start of the program the software first inquires your license key. Do not be con-
cerned, if you are not yet in possession of such key. Press Continue unlicensed, if you 
want to try the software before buying it.  
 
In the next step the connected digital system is to be configured. Call the Setup Digital 
Systems command of the Railroad tab: 
 

 
Diagram 3: Railroad tab 

 
The dialog box displayed below will appear now: 
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Diagram 4: Setup Digital Systems dialog 

If your digital system and/or the USB or serial port of your computer, to which your dig-
ital system is connected, is not displayed accordingly, press Change to select the right 
settings. 
 
In order to test, whether the connection to the digital system is properly established, play 
around a little bit with the Power Off and Power On  command of the Railroad tab. 
These commands stop or start your digital system, respectively. Your digital system 
should respond accordingly to these commands. If your digital system does not respond 
or if there are even some error messages, then do not proceed any further, until this 
problem is resolved. In case of problems in this area, check very thoroughly, that the 
digital system is properly connected to the computer according to the instructions of the 
manufacturer. 
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Quick Start - Step 2: 
Reading the digital Address of a Locomotive 

The following steps of the tutorial require a locomotive with a NMRA DCC compatible 
locomotive decoder. 
 
First put such locomotive onto the programming track and try to read the address pro-
grammed into the decoder with your digital system. It is certainly not necessary to do 
this manual read always when you work with TrainProgrammer™, but for this tutorial 
this step is recommended to verify, that the digital system, the locomotive and the de-
coder are correctly working. Do not proceed until you have been able to successfully 
read the address from the decoder with your digital system. 
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After Step 1 the screen display of TrainProgrammer™ should look as follows: 
 

 
Diagram 5: TrainProgrammer™ initial screen 

 
Press to the ‘+’ marking left of the entry Basic Configuration in the Option column 
and then to the same marking left of the entry Address. 
 
These options should be expanded now like expanded folder entries in the File Explorer 
of the Microsoft Windows system. 
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Diagram 6: Selecting a Configuration Option 

 
Now select the entry Short Address and call the Read from Decoder command of the 
Programming tab. 
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Diagram 7: Reading a Configuration Option 

 
If everything is installed correctly then the address programmed into the decoder will 
appear in the Value column. 
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Diagram 8: Display of a read Value 

 
In our example the address programmed into the decoder is ‘10’. In your case another 
address will probably appear. It should be the same value, however, as previously read 
with the digital system. 
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Quick Start - Step 3: 
Changing the digital Address of a Locomotive 

Now we want to program another address into the decoder. Instead of ‘10’ (or the cur-
rently displayed value) we want to set the address of the locomotive to ‘20’. 
 
Click once with the left mouse button to the value of the short address in the Value col-
umn. The value becomes editable and can be changed to ‘20’: 
 

 
Diagram 9: Changing the value of a Configuration Option 

Now commit the changed value by clicking with the left mouse button somewhere on the 
computer screen. 
 
Ensure, that the entry Short Address is still selected and call the Write to Decoder 
command of the Programming tab. 
 

 
Diagram 10: Writing a Configuration Option 
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If everything is installed correctly then the address ‘20’ will now be written into the de-
coder. You can verify this by repeating the steps of Step 2 of this tutorial or by reading 
the address with your digital system. 
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Quick Start - Step 4: 
Changing a short Address to a long Address 

Now we want to program a long address, e.g. ‘2365’ into the decoder. Experienced users 
know, that doing this with the digital system requires complex calculation of two decod-
er values (CV 17 and CV 18) as well as a lot of keystrokes for writing of a least 3 de-
coder values (CV17, CV18, CV29). 
 
With TrainProgrammer™ such procedures are much more convenient and effective 
and require just a few mouse clicks. 
 
At first set a tick mark in the Value column right of the entry Four Digit Addressing. 
Then expand the option Four Digit Long Address. Change the current value ‘0’ right 
of Four Digit Long Address to ‘2365’. The screen display should look as follows now: 
 

 
Diagram 11: Changing the long Address of a Decoder 

 
Now select the entry Address (important!) and call the Write to Decoder command of 
the Programming tab. 
 
The programming procedure is now executed and after a while all required values for 
the long address are written into your decoder. That’s all ! 
 
Some Background Information:  
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The options of a decoder are arranged and viewed in TrainProgrammer™ like the files 
and folders in the File Explorer of Microsoft Windows. Some options can ‘contain’ oth-
er options (like folders containing files or other folders). The Address option, for exam-
ple, contains all options and CVs, that are relevant for the address of a decoder, among 
others CV1, CV17, CV18 and that bit of CV29, that controls, whether the long or short 
address is valid. By selecting an option, that ‘contains’ other options it is possible to 
read or write all contained options in one step. By selecting the Address option we are 
able to write all options, that specify the long address, to the decoder in one step. By se-
lecting the topmost option in the Option column we would be even able to read or write 
all
 

 options of the decoder in one single step. 

This feature is one of the keys to make programming of decoders with 
TrainProgrammer™ so convenient and effective. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

TrainProgrammer™ is a system for convenient and effective programming of decod-
ers or devices for digital control of model railroads with a Personal Computer running 
Microsoft Windows 10, 8, 7, Vista or XP.  
 
TrainProgrammer™ can deal with decoders or devices, that support at least one of the 
following programming methods: 
  
• NMRA DCC direct mode 
• NMRA DCC paged mode 
• NMRA DCC register mode 
• Loconet Option Switch (OPSW) programming 
• programming of Selectrix compatible locomotive decoders 
 
TrainProgrammer™ is easy to use. It provides an intuitive and quickly to learn graph-
ical user interface and the ease of point & click to read and write the settings of your de-
coders. Many decoder information like speed tables or function setups are displayed 
graphically and can be read, drawn and written with a few mouse clicks. The decoder in-
formation can be printed or saved on your computer. In this way the same speed table, 
for example, can be loaded into several decoders. 
 
If supported by the connected digital system it is also possible to program decoders on 
the main track. This means that you can program decoders without having to put the lo-
comotive on a separate programming track. This method is also known as “Operations 
Mode Programming” or “Programming on Main Track”. 
 
TrainProgrammer™ is being delivered with a decoder-database, that contains the con-
figurations of frequently used decoder types. It is possible to create new configurations, 
to change or delete existing configurations or to add configurations, that are created by 
others or the manufacturer of your decoder, to the database. 
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Supported digital Systems 

TrainProgrammer™ supports among others the following digital systems for decoder 
programming (list is not exhaustive): 
 
• Lenz Digital Plus 
• Digitrax LocoNet 
• NCE 
• Roco Z21, z21, Multizentrale Pro, Interface 10785 
• Maerklin Central Station 2 
• Uhlenbrock Intellibox, Intellibox 2, IB Basic, IB COM 
• Fleischmann Z21, z21, Twin Center, Multizentrale Pro 
• Tams 
• Trix Selectrix 
• Rautenhaus Digital (SLX and RMX) 
• Muet Digirail 
• D&H / MTTM Future-Central-Control 
• Massoth 
• Zimo 
 
RAILROAD & CO. supports use of other applications at the same time sharing the same 
connections. If you have installed TrainProgrammer™ together with other RAILROAD 
& CO. applications, then the same configuration of digital systems can be used by all 
RAILROAD & CO. applications at the same time without the need to specify the type of 
systems or the connecting ports again. Programming of decoders is only possible with 
one of these connected digital systems at a time, though. The configuration of connected 
digital systems may contain a digital system not listed here, which is used by another 
RAILROAD & CO. application. In this case this particular system cannot be selected for 
decoder programming. 
 
TrainProgrammer™ also supports an offline mode, which allows trial operation with-
out a connection to a real model railroad. 

Use 

TrainProgrammer™ is easy to use. It provides an easily learned, intuitive, graphical 
user interface that is developed according to the following guidelines: 
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• Use of TrainProgrammer™ is possible without the need to be a computer expert or 
programmer. 

• Graphical items are provided instead of an abstract command syntax. 
• Procedures are effective and fast. 

1.2 Fundamentals of Use 

The Overall Principle 

The concept of TrainProgrammer™ is intended to support convenient and effective 
programming of decoder configurations. 
 
The options used for programming are arranged on the computer screen in a hierarchical 
structure like the folders and files of the Microsoft Windows operating systems. Options, 
that belong together, are grouped together. All options, that belong together, for exam-
ple all options, that describe the speed and running characteristics of a decoder, can be 
read from or written to the decoder in one step. 

Decoders and Devices 

A decoder is a piece of equipment, that is usually used to control the items found on a 
model railroad such as locomotives, turnouts, signals, feedback sensors etc. A device is 
a piece of equipment, that is used to control decoders or other devices of a digitally con-
trolled model railroad such as central units, handheld controls,  control panels, interfac-
es, boosters, reversing loop controllers, etc. In this document the term decoder is often 
used as synonym for device, too.  

Configuration Options and Decoder Configurations 

A configuration option describes an aspect of the settings of a decoder or a group of 
such aspects. A DCC configuration variable, for example, may be associated with one or 
more configuration options (for example DCC CV1, which may be associated with a 
configuration option called “Short Address”).  A configuration option is distinguished 
by several properties, among others its name, a short explanation of its meaning, allowed 
content, etc. Configuration options can be grouped together according to their meaning. 
In case of a loco decoder, for example, the options, that control the speed of the loco are 
usually grouped together and separated from the options, that control the auxiliary func-
tions of the decoder. 

B 
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A decoder configuration is a set of all configuration options, that describe a particular 
type of decoder or device. There are specialised decoder configurations, that describe 
just one specific type of decoder (e.g. a certain locomotive decoder brand of a certain 
manufacturer). There are also general decoder configurations, that describe common 
properties of a plurality of similar decoders (e.g. a configuration, that describes common 
settings of NMRA DCC compatible locomotive decoders). 
 
Please do not mistake decoder configurations for decoders. A decoder configuration 
contains information about one or more types of decoders. A decoder is a piece of 
equipment used to control your model railroad, e.g. the particular decoder, that is in-
stalled in a certain steam locomotive. 

Decoder Database 

A decoder database is a collection of one or more decoder configurations. 
TrainProgrammer™ is delivered with a default decoder database, that contains the 
configurations of frequently used decoder types. With TrainProgrammer™ it is also 
possible, to create your own decoder configurations, to customise existing configura-
tions or to delete not needed configurations from the database. It is also possible to add 
decoder configurations created by others, e.g. the manufacturer of the decoder, to your 
own database. In the “goody box” of our Internet web site 
(www.freiwald.com/pages/goody.htm) an additional decoder database is available for 
download, that contains more than 400 decoder configurations of popular decoders 
(courtesy of JMRI). Also ask the manufacturer of your decoder for configurations, that 
are not yet contained in the database! 

File Handling 

The complete data, that belongs to one decoder or device is stored in one single file on 
the hard disk on your computer. This file is called decoder file. In the most common 
case, that the decoder belongs to a locomotive, one can also visualise  the decoder file as 
the file, that contains the data of one locomotive.  You can create as many decoder files 
as you like – for example a separate file for each locomotive in your collection. 
 
The decoder file contains all values stored in the physical options (CVs) of your decod-
er, an optional name and image (e.g. the name and image of the locomotive, where the 
decoder is installed), an optional commenting text and other information.  
 
Decoder files are created, opened and stored through the Railroad tab of the software. 

http://www.freiwald.com/pages/goody.htm�
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User Interface: Ribbon vs. Menus and Tool Bars 

The user interface of TrainController™ is either controlled via the Ribbon  known 
from the current versions of Microsoft office or via menus and toolbars as in the previ-
ous versions of  TrainProgrammer™ (classic user interface).  
 
Ribbon: 
All the commands in the new user interface are organized into logical groups on a series 
of tabs called the Ribbon. The Ribbon provides an accessible interface to rich function-
ality that TrainProgrammer™ provides.  
 
When you start TrainProgrammer™ 9 for the first time, you will notice that the Rib-
bon has replaced the old style menus and toolbars. Think of the Ribbon as a set of "re-
sults-oriented" tabs.  
 
Each tab of the Ribbon is like a rich toolbar organized around a high-level task and con-
tains commands for accomplishing that task. The Programming tab, for example, con-
tains the frequently-used commands for programming of the decoder. When a tab is se-
lected, the commands associated with it become visible in the upper part of the screen. 
 
The commands on each tab are ordered into groups to further organize the available fea-
tures. For example, the Railroad tab includes groups of commands called Digital Sys-
tems, Operation, Decoder Database, etc. 
 
You will find all the traditional file menu commands under the File menu button left of 
all tabs in the top left corner of the Ribbon.  
 
Classic User Interface: 
The File menu also provides a command, which allows to change to the classical user 
interface with menus and tool bars known from the previous versions of  
TrainProgrammer™ for users who prefer the old style. 
 
Quick Access Toolbar: 
 Everyone has a set of commands they use most often, so it is possible to add commands 
to the Quick Access Toolbar, a small toolbar positioned in the title bar of the applica-
tion window. The Quick Access Toolbar provides a location for heavily-used com-
mands that need to be available with one click (regardless of the current Ribbon state). 
You can add any item to the Quick Access Toolbar. From then on you can access the 
command from wherever you are in the application, and avoid situations where you need 
to repeatedly switch between Ribbon tabs to accomplish repetitive tasks.  
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Diagram 12: Ribbon 

 
Diagram 13: Classic User Interface 

User Interface Design 

The user interface of TrainProgrammer™ can be extensively customized to your per-
sonal needs and taste. 
 
This begins with the overall layout of the user interface. The user interface can be dis-
played by applying different visual styles. Among others the following styles are availa-
ble: 
 
• Several Office 2013 styles 
• Several Office 2010 styles 
• Several Office 2007 styles 
• Visual Studio 2015, 2013 and 2012 
• Visual Studio 2010, 2008 and 2005 
• Windows 10, Windows 8 and Windows 7 
• Native XP 
• Office 2003 
• Classic Office 2000 
• Railroad & Co. 9, 8 and 7 
• Several extra styles 
• A custom style with the possibility to adjust the primary colors of the user interface 

to personal taste. 
 
Feel free to select the style, that fits best your personal taste. 
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Window Handling 

The information, that belongs to a decoder, and that is stored in one file (see above) is 
displayed in one window, the decoder window. In the most common case, that the de-
coder belongs to a locomotive, one can also visualise  the decoder window as the display 
of all data, that belongs to one locomotive. You can open as many decoder windows as 
you like at the same time. 
 
Decoder windows and opened decoder files are associated with each other.  
 
Each decoder window can appear in one of the following states: 
 
• Docked to one of the borders of the main window. 
• Docked to another decoder window. 
• Floating at any location on the computer screen; individually or grouped/docked to-

gether with other windows. 
• Tabbed with other windows – as one of several tabbed documents in the background 

of the main window or together with other windows in a floating or docked frame. 
• Auto-Hidden while not active with quick access via a button on any side of the main 

window. 

Customization of Menus, Tool Bars and Keyboard Accelerators 

It is also possible to customize the content of menus and tool bars of the classic user in-
terface as well as to change keyboard accelerators for both kinds of user interface. 
 
New menus and tool bars can be created, commands can be added or removed from 
menus and tool bars and existing commands can be changed. It is possible to create new 
menu and tool bar symbols for commands, that do not have a symbol associated with it 
by default, or to change existing icons with a built-in icon editor. 
 
It is furthermore possible to display all menu and toolbar icons in large size. 
 
Keyboard accelerators can be changed. It is also possible to assign keyboard accelera-
tors to commands, that do not have a keyboard shortcut associated with it by default. 

Printing 

The information, that is stored in a decoder file, can be printed in a clearly arranged 
manner. TrainProgrammer™ will print the general properties associated with a decod-
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er (e.g. name and image) as well as a table of all configuration options. In this way you 
can create your own collection of printed data sheets for your decoders and devices. 
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Diagram 14: Decoder Data Sheet 
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2 Working with the Decoder Window 

2.1 General 

TrainProgrammer™ displays all information, that belongs to a decoder, in the decoder 
window. If the decoder belongs to a locomotive, one can also visualise  the decoder 
window as the display of all data belonging to one locomotive.  
 
It is possible to open several decoder windows at the same time. 
 

 
Diagram 15: Decoder Window 

The most important part of the decoder window is the  explorer window in the left part. 
The explorer window shows all configuration options of the decoder. 
 
The controls in the upper right part of the decoder window are used to select the appro-
priate decoder configuration. 
  

B 
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The lower right part of the decoder window may change according to the currently se-
lected configuration option. By default this part shows controls to enter general data of 
the decoder, for example the name and image of the locomotive, which the decoder is 
installed in. This area of the decoder window may also show special editors for speed 
table editing or configuration of function maps. 
 

2.2  Selecting the right Decoder Configuration 

A decoder configuration is a set of all configuration options, that describe a particular 
type of decoder or device.  
 
There are specialised decoder configurations, that describe just one specific type of de-
coder (e.g. a certain locomotive decoder brand of a certain manufacturer). There are also 
general decoder configurations, that describe common properties of a plurality of similar 
decoders (e.g. a configuration, that describes common settings of NMRA DCC compati-
ble locomotive decoders). 
 
Decoder configurations do not only contain configuration options. Additionally they 
contain information, how these options shall be arranged in the explorer window, how 
these options shall be displayed on the computer screen and how these options shall be 
edited. In this way a decoder configuration also describes the user interface for interac-
tion with the particular options of the configuration and the values stored in the decoder. 
 
Decoder configurations are distinguished by the name of the manufacturer and the list 
name of the decoder. Some general configurations are listed with the manufacturer name 
“Standard”. 

Freeware Configuration 

The  is a configuration, that can be used for almost all locomotive decoders. It contains 
the options required to change the address of the decoder, some basic configuration op-
tions and to read manufacturer and version information from the decoder, if any. 
 
You can use this configuration free of charge. No license of TrainProgrammer™ is 
required to use this configuration for writing the supported options into the decoder. 
This configuration can be used to change the address of a decoder, to change the speed 
steps (14 vs. 28) of the decoder or some other very basic settings free of charge. 
 

B 
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All other configurations only support reading of the supported options from the decoder, 
if no license of TrainProgrammer™ is available. Writing of decoder values with other 
configurations than the freeware configuration requires a valid license. 
The freeware configuration is listed in the default database of TrainProgrammer™ 
with the manufacturer name “Standard”. 

Standard Configuration 

The  is a configuration, that can be used for almost all NMRA DCC compatible locomo-
tive decoders. It contains the most commonly used configuration options.  
 
This configuration can be used to change and view the address of a decoder, common 
speed and running characteristics,  speed tables, function mappings and other common 
configuration settings. 
 
Users, especially those which are novice in decoder programming, should preferably use 
the standard decoder configuration. If in doubt, which configuration to use for a particu-
lar decoder, consider to try first, whether the standard configuration doesn’t do the job 
already. 
 
The standard configuration provides a user friendly, intuitive and standardised us-
er interface for access to the most common configuration options of the majority of 
all NMRA DCC compatible locomotive decoders.  
 
One aspect of the standard configuration has to be kept in mind, however: unlike those 
specialised decoder configurations, which are customised to the specific characteristics 
of a certain decoder type, the standard configuration does not take into account any spe-
cific limitations with regard to value ranges and uses default or common value ranges in-
stead. The value range of DCC CV1, “Short Address”, for example, is usually 1 to 127. 
If the address of a certain decoder type must not exceed 99, then this specific limitation 
of this decoder is not taken into account by the standard configuration. Before writing 
any value into your decoder you are responsible to ensure, e.g. by referring to the manu-
al of the decoder, that the value to be written is within the permitted range. This does not 
only, but especially apply to the standard configuration. Usually you will not encounter 
any problems, though the supplier of this program shall not be liable to you for any 
problems or damages that may arise, if not allowed values are written into a configura-
tion variable with TrainProgrammer™ - regardless which decoder configuration has 
been used. 
 
On the other hand the standard configuration or the use of TrainProgrammer™ in gen-
eral does not establish any new hazards, that are not already established by the conven-

B 
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tional method of programming of decoders with the handheld of the digital system. The 
above statement should therefore be mainly understood to discharge the supplier of this 
program from liability. 

Specialized Configurations 

Specialised configurations are customized to a certain type of decoder. Usually they 
contain the complete set of configuration options supported by this decoder as well as 
their value ranges. 
 
Experienced users and users, who want to adjust specific characteristics of their decoder, 
which are not covered by the standard configuration, can use these configurations. 
 
TrainProgrammer™ is delivered with a default decoder database, that contains a num-
ber of specialized configurations for frequently used decoder types. The “goody box” of 
our Internet web site (www.freiwald.com/pages/goody.htm) provides an additional de-
coder database with more than 400 specialized decoder configurations of popular de-
coders (courtesy of JMRI). 

2.3 Programming the Decoder 

The most important tool to read configuration values from the decoder or to write values 
into the decoder is the explorer window in the left part of the decoder window. 
 

X 
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Diagram 16: Explorer Window 

 
The configuration options are arranged in a hierarchical manner. Configuration options 
(folders) can contain other options. The entries on the lowest level of the hierarchy, i.e. 
the entries, which do not contain any other entries, correspond to the physical settings, 
configuration variables (CV), registers or option switches of your decoder. Some of the-
se entries represent only one bit or “binary switch” of one variable or register. In this 
document the term configuration variable is frequently used as synonym for a physical 
setting. 
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With the Expand or Collapse commands of the View tab it is possible to display or 
hide the contents of particular folders. By clicking to the ‘+’ or ‘-‘ markers left of the 
option names it is also possible to expand or collapse particular folders. 
 

Editing Decoder Values 

The displayed values can be changed by clicking to the displayed value in the column 
labeled Value. Depending on the meaning of the selected entry additional controls might 
be displayed in the lower right part of the decoder window. With these additional con-
trols the decoder values can be changed in a more comfortable, more meaningful way. 
If, for example, a speed table entry is selected in the explorer window, then the Speed 
Table Editor is displayed to the right of the explorer window which allows graphical 
viewing and editing of the speed table instead of entering single numerical values. 

Reading Values from the Decoder 

Values can be read from the decoder by selecting an entry and using the Read from De-
coder command of the Programming tab. If the selected entry is a folder, then the val-
ues of all options contained in this folder are read. If the entry in the first line of the ex-
plorer window is selected, then all values of the decoder are read. In this way it is possi-
ble to read the complete speed table of a decoder or even all values stored in a decoder 
in one step. 

Writing Values to the Decoder 

Values can be written to the decoder by selecting an entry and using the Write to De-
coder command of the Programming tab. If the selected entry is a folder, then the val-
ues of all options contained in this folder are written. If the entry in the first line of the 
explorer window is selected, then all values of the decoder are written. 

Profile Mode 

Programming of selected entries contained in different folders in one step is also possi-
ble by defining a profile of values, which will be read from or loaded into the decoder. 
This is done by turning on the profile mode with the Profile Mode command of the 
Programming tab. After enabling the profile mode the values to be processed can be 
selected by checking the related boxes in the column labeled Profile and finally using 
the Read from Decoder or Write to Decoder command of the Programming tab. 
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The profile mode is also useful for programming a common profile of settings into a 
plurality of decoders. 

Automatic Activation of the Programming Track 

 TrainProgrammer™ provides the possibility of arranging an appropriate track section 
of the layout as a temporary programming track. This is done by storing a solenoid ad-
dress in the software. Through this address a relay or something similar can be operated 
to connect the track section alternately to the normal main track output of the central 
unit or the output for the programming track. Whenever TrainProgrammer™ sends a 
programming command to the central unit, it previously operates the relay in order to 
connect the track section automatically to the programming track output and afterwards 
it reverts the section back to normal track power. 
 

 
Diagram 17: Arranging the programming Track 

Programming on the Main Track 

TrainProgrammer™ also supports programming on the main track or main track pro-
gramming (POM). If programming on the main track is turned on, then all programming 
commands are sent to a certain decoder on the main track. This decoder is selected by 
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specifying the address of the decoder, the  POM address. If this mode is turned off, then 
all programming commands are sent to the decoder on the separate programming track. 
 
Usually it is only possible to write decoder values to decoders on the main track. With 
the introduction of (Digitrax) transponding and bidirectional communication, however, 
there is a growing number of digital systems, which also support reading

  
Not all decoders or all digital systems support programming on the main track. Please 
refer to the documentation of your decoder and digital system if it supports this mode. 

 of values from 
decoders, that are located on the main track. 

Meaning of the Status Symbols 

The two rightmost columns of the explorer window show option specific status infor-
mation as outlined below:  
 

 
The value of this option has been saved to disk. 
  

 
The value of this option has been changed, but it has not yet been saved to disk. 
  

 
The value of this option matches the value stored in the decoder. This symbol is dis-
played after each successful read or write access to the related option in the decoder. 
  

 
The value of this option might not match the value stored in the decoder. This symbol is 
displayed after each change of the decoder value. 
 

 
The last read or write access to the option in the decoder failed. 

2.4 Editing Speed Tables 

With the speed table editor it is possible to view and draw the speed table of a locomo-
tive decoder. The speed table becomes visible in the lower right part of the decoder 
window, if an entry associated with the speed table of a locomotive decoder is selected 
in the explorer window. 
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Diagram 18: Speed Table Editor 

The curve shows the user defined speed table of the decoder. Each dot can be dragged 
with the mouse in order to change the speed table. 
 
There are also features to change the overall shape of the curve. The complete curve can 
be made more or less steep with one mouse click. It is also easily possible to create a 
linear curve. 
 
By selecting a configuration option in the explorer window, that contains all speed table 
values, it is possible to read or write a complete speed table from or to the decoder in 
one step. 
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2.5 Mapping Function Keys to Output Locations 

With this editor it is possible to view and edit the mapping of function keys to output lo-
cations of a locomotive decoder. The editor becomes visible in the lower right part of 
the decoder window, if an entry associated with the function mapping of a locomotive 
decoder is selected in the explorer window. 
 

 
Diagram 19: Mapping Function Keys to Output Locations 

The grid of check boxes shows the mapping of function keys to output locations. By set-
ting or removing a tick mark  it is possible to link or unlink a function key to an output 
location. 
 
By selecting a configuration option in the explorer window, that contains all options re-
lated to the function mapping, it is possible to read or write the complete map from or to 
the decoder in one step. 
 
Due to the disadvantage, that the various manufacturers don’t follow a common map-
ping scheme it is not possible to provide this convenient editor in the standard decoder 
configuration (see page 33). This editor is only available for specialised decoder config-
urations.  

X 
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3 The Test Panel 

The Test Panel is an auxiliary window, that can be opened separately via the Test Panel 
command of the View tab. 
 

 
Diagram 20: Test Panel 

 
The Test Panel provides controls for the most important locomotive functions such as 
speed, direction and auxiliary functions. 
 
The Test Panel can be used to test the settings of the currently selected locomotive di-
rectly via the computer screen. 
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4 The Direct Programmer 

The Direct Programmer is an auxiliary window, that can be opened separately via the 
Direct Programmer command of the View tab. 
 

 
Diagram 21: Direct Programmer 

 
Experienced users can use the Direct Programmer to exchange decimal, hexadecimal or 
binary option values directly with the decoder by bypassing the explorer window. This 
feature can also be used to process configuration variables, that are not supported by the 
currently selected decoder configuration. 
 
In this way the value of a CV, which is not supported by the standard decoder configura-
tion (see page 33), can be read or write on the fly without the need to change the decod-
er configuration.  

X 
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5 Run-In of Locomotives 

The run-in of new or repaired locomotives is supported by an auxiliary window called 
„Run-In“.  
 

 
Diagram 22: Run-In 

 
The window provides the ability to create a sequence of actions for the run-in of loco-
motives. These actions are executed successively to support the automatic run-in of lo-
comotives. Possible actions are:  
 
• Speed and direction: this action sets the locomotive in motion in a certain direction.  
• Stop: stops the locomotive.  
• Delay: this action inserts a pause between two actions. If the previous action sets the 

speed of the locomotive, for example, then the locomotive runs with the set speed 
until the time specified as delay in the subsequent action has passed. In the above il-
lustration the locomotive is started at speed step 14 and runs with constant speed for 
10 minutes before it is stopped.  

 
The toolbar of this window provides options to edit the actions in the list to edit and to 
start, stop or interrupt the execution of the specified actions.  

X 
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The actions should be performed with a locomotive on a roller test bench or on a circu-
lar layout to enable the locomotive to run at constant speed in the same direction for a 
longer time.  
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6 Use of Speed Measurement Devices 

An additional auxiliary window titled “Speed Setting” supports programming of loco-
motive decoders with a speed measurement device. 
 

 
Diagram 23: Speed Programming 

 
The window offers the possibility to display the speed value measured with an external 
speed measurement device on the computer screen, to set the speed and direction of the 
locomotive and to write or read individual decoder settings. While the locomotive runs, 
its current scale speed (mph or km/h) is displayed. This requires a speed measurement 

X 
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device with PC interface and the capability to store the value of the measured speed in 
the clipboard of your computer.  
 
Roller test benches are in particular very useful to adjust the maximum speed of a loco-
motive very efficiently. If the maximum speed is set and the decoder option (CV), which 
controls the maximum speed, is chosen, then by writing different values to the decoder 
the maximum speed can be changed and the effect of the setting can be directly re-
viewed by inspecting the displayed scale speed. 
 
It is also possible to use a speed measurement device, which cannot be connected to the 
computer or which is not able to store the measured speed in the clipboard. In this case 
you read the measured speed directly from the device instead of this window. 
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7 The Decoder Database 

This chapter provides information for experienced users, who want to create their own 
custom decoder configurations. 
 
TrainProgrammer™ contains a collection of decoder configurations. This collection is 
called decoder database. A decoder configuration is a set of all configuration options, in 
case of DCC also called decoder variables (CV), of a decoder or device. This descrip-
tion contains among others the name of each option or variable, respectively, a short ex-
planation of its meaning, allowed content, etc. The particular options can be grouped to-
gether according to their meaning. In case of a loco decoder, for example, the options, 
that control the speed of the loco are usually grouped together and separated from the 
options, that control the auxiliary functions of the decoder. 
 
TrainProgrammer™ is delivered with a decoder database, that contains the configura-
tions of frequently used decoder types. With TrainProgrammer™ it is also possible for 
experienced users, to create own decoder configurations, to customise existing configu-
rations or to delete not needed configurations. It is also possible to add decoder configu-
rations created by others, e.g. the manufacturer of the decoder, to the database. Ask the 
manufacturer of your decoder for configurations, that are not yet contained in the data-
base! 
 

 
Diagram 24: Decoder Database 

Each decoder configuration can contain language dependent contents (such as names, 
tool tips, etc.) for different languages at the same time. The language actually used de-
pends on the language of the user interface of TrainProgrammer™, which is selected 
during installation of the software. The options of the decoder database allow editing of 

X 
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the language dependent contents for all supported languages. In this way it is possible to 
create one single decoder configuration for several languages. If such decoder configu-
ration is used in the English version of TrainProgrammer™, then the English contents 
of the decoder configuration are displayed. If the same decoder configuration is used in 
the German version of TrainProgrammer™, then the German contents of the decoder 
configuration are displayed. 
 
The decoder database is opened with the Decoder Database command of the Railroad 
tab. After opening the database it is possible to create or delete decoder configurations, 
to change configurations or to copy an existing configuration as a starting point for an-
other customised decoder configuration. 
It is also possible to import the content of other decoder databases or to export the con-
figurations of selected decoders to a separate database. The latter is useful for users or 
decoder manufacturers, who created new or customised existing configurations and want 
to publish these configurations in order to share these configurations with other users. 

7.1 Editing of Decoder Configurations 

By selecting a decoder configuration in the table of contents of the opened decoder da-
tabase and calling the Configuration command it is possible to edit this configuration. 
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Diagram 25: Editing a Decoder Configuration 
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Configuration Properties 

Each decoder configuration has certain general properties, such as the list name given by 
the manufacturer, a longer descriptive name, the name of the manufacturer, a specifica-
tion, whether the configuration describes locomotive or accessory decoders or some-
thing else, information how the decoder is programmed and several others. 
It is also possible to specify author, copyright and version information and to protect the 
configuration with a password. Password protected configurations can only be changed, 
if the password is known. Note, that all configurations delivered in the default database 
of TrainProgrammer™ are password protected to protect them from unauthorised 
changes. These configurations can be copied, however, to allow changes in the dupli-
cates of these configurations. 

7.2 Configuration Options 

An important information of each decoder configuration is established by the contained 
configuration options. It is possible to create new options, to delete them, to copy exist-
ing options, to move them to another location in the option hierarchy and to edit the con-
tent of each option. The particular types of options are described in the following. 

Folder 

Folders are used to group options together in the explorer window, that belong together 
according to their meaning, or to separate options from each other. In case of a loco de-
coder, for example, the options, that control the speed of the loco are usually grouped 
together and separated from the options, that control the auxiliary functions of the de-
coder. This is achieved by creating different folders for the two groups of options. 
 
The options contained in a folder are also called sub options of this folder. Folders may 
contain other folders, too. This is the base for creation of meaningful option hierarchies. 
 
Even though folders are not associated with physical configuration options of the decod-
er or device, such as configuration variables, folders may be also associated with numer-
ic values. A typical example of such folder is the long address in an NMRA DCC com-
patible loco decoder, that contains the two numeric options associated with CV 17 and 
CV 18 as sub options. The folder groups these two options, which are closely related to 
each other, together. Additionally this folder can be enabled to display the long address, 
that results from the content of CV17 and CV 18, as plain text. Vice versa changes of 
the value associated with this folder are then propagated accordingly to the sub options. 
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In this way one can intuitively edit a long address as a plain 4-digit number without the 
need to bother with the resulting physical values stored in CV 17 and CV 18. 
  
Because folders are not directly associated with an actual physical configuration option 
the value displayed with a folder is never stored into the decoder. Instead this value can 
be provided to make editing of certain configuration options more intuitive. The folder, 
that represents the long address of an NMRA DCC compatible decoder, for instance, 
can be used for 4-digit editing of this long address. If the value 1234 is entered here, 
than the sub options CV 17 and CV 18 are automatically set to 196 and 210, respective-
ly. The value 1234 is not stored into the decoder, though, because the decoder does not 
offer memory to do that. Instead the two values of CV 17 and CV 18 are stored into the 
decoder. The value of the folder is provided for intuitive editing of 4-digit numbers.  
 
The values of folders can be displayed as numbers or as a list of selectable choices in the 
explorer window. 

Number 

Numbers represent numeric configuration options of the decoder or device or parts of 
such options. A typical example of such numeric option is the DCC CV 1 in an NMRA 
DCC compatible loco decoder, that contains the 2-digit digital address of the decoder.  
 
The values of numeric options are displayed as numbers or as a list of selectable choices 
in the explorer window. 
 
Numbers cannot contain any sub options.  

Check Box 

Check boxes or binary options represent configuration options, that can only accept two 
different values, 0 and 1. Such options are usually used to enable or disable a certain 
function in a decoder or device. A typical example of such binary option or bit is the 6th 
bit of the DCC CV 29 in an NMRA DCC compatible loco decoder, with which the de-
coder can be set to the short or long addressing mode.  
 
The values of binary options are displayed as check boxes in the explorer window. 
 
Binary options cannot contain any sub options. It is also not allowed to define binary op-
tions without defining a number, structure or formula (see below) for the physical op-
tion, which the corresponding bit belongs to. For example it is not allowed to create a 
binary option/check box for the 6th bit of CV 29 in an NMRA DCC compatible loco de-
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coder without defining a number or structure for CV29 itself. It is not necessary, though, 
that the binary option is a direct sub option of the number or structure. The binary option 
may be located anywhere in the option hierarchy. 
 

Structure 

Structures represent numeric options of the decoder or device, that are composed by 
other sub options. Structures contain other sub options, that are associated with the par-
ticular bits of this numeric configuration option. A typical example of such structure is 
DCC CV 29 in an NMRA DCC compatible loco decoder, that contains global settings of 
the decoder. The particular settings can be represented as binary sub options or bits. If a 
certain decoder provides five option switches in CV 29, for example, then this can be 
represented in the explorer window by a structure representing CV 29 with 5 check box-
es or bits as sub options. 
  
The values of structures are displayed as numbers in the explorer window. If the value of 
the structure changes, then the value of the contained sub options are changed accord-
ingly. If, vice versa, the value of a sub option changes, then the value of the structure 
changes accordingly, too. 
 
Structures can not only contain binary options, but also numbers. A typical example of 
such structure is DCC CV 19 in an NMRA DCC compatible loco decoder, that contains 
the consist address in the lower 7 bits and a setting for direction reversing in the highest 
bit. This option can be represented in the explorer window by a structure, that contains a 
seven bit wide numeric option and a check box (bit) as sub options. 
 
Structures must have sub options. 

Formula 

Formulas represent numeric options of the decoder or device, that are calculated based 
on a mathematical formula according to the values of their sub options. Formulas con-
tain other sub options. An example of such formula is DCC CV 115 in the ZIMO MX60 
loco decoder. It controls the “decoupling definition” and can accept 2-digit values bet-
ween 0 and 99. The upper digit controls the “full voltage pulse time” and accepts values 
between 0 and 9. The lower digit controls the “percentage of voltage after pulse”. Set-
ting the lower digit to 3 and the upper digit to 7 results in a value of 73 for this CV. In 
other words: the value of the CV is calculated according to the formula 10*A+B, where 
A represents the value of the “full voltage pulse time” and B represents the value of the 
“percentage of voltage after pulse”. 
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The values of formulas are displayed as numbers in the explorer window. 
 
Formulas must have sub options. These sub options are numbers (see above). 

Overview of Option Types 

The following table summarises the meaning of the particular option types: 
 

Type Has 
Sub 

Options 

Displayed 
in the 

explorer 
window 

as 

Corresponds 
to a physical 
configuration  

option 
(such as a CV) 

Purpose Example 
(NMRA 
DCC) 

Folder Yes Number 
or List 

No Groups related op-
tions together. 

Folder, that 
contains all 
options re-
lated to lo-
co speed 

Number No Number 
or List 

Yes Represents numeric 
values, that are 
stored in an physical 
configuration option 
(CV) or in a part of 
such option. 

CV1, 
CV18, 
Consist  
Address 
stored in the 
lower 7 bits 
of CV19 

Check 
Box 

No Check 
Box 

Yes (one bit) Represents a single 
bit of a physical con-
figuration option. 

Bits of V29, 
Highest bit 
of CV19 

Struc-
ture 

Yes Number Yes Represents an op-
tion, that is put to-
gether bitwise by 
other options. 

CV29, 
CV19 

Formula Yes Number Yes Represents an option 
with values, that are 
calculated based up-
on a mathematical 
formula 

CV115  
(Zimo 
MX60) 
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Properties of Configuration Options 

Each configuration option is described by a set of properties. These properties fall in 
different categories. These properties describe, how the option is displayed in the ex-
plorer window, how the value of the option is edited and how the value of the option is 
linked to the value stored in the associated physical option (CV), if any. The properties 
therefore describe the look & feel of the option and the characteristics of its storage. 
 
General properties specify the name, tool tip help information and other attributes of an 
option. Physical properties describe the number of the associated physical option (CV 
number), the value range, the occupied bits etc. It is furthermore possible to specify a 
formula for the calculation of the option value (e.g. DCC long address, which is calcu-
lated by the values of CV17 and CV 18) or to specify a list of textual choices, if the val-
ue of the option shall be intuitively edited via a list of possible choices. 
 
It is also possible to specify other options, which enable or disable the selected option 
depending on their current value. The options associated with the long address of an 
NMRA DCC locomotive decoder, for example, can be disabled in the explorer window, 
when the 6th bit of DCC CV 29, which selects the short or long addressing mode, is 
cleared. 
 
Finally it is possible to specify, whether a specific editor, for example the speed table 
editor (see section 2.4), shall be displayed in the decoder window, when this option is 
currently selected. 

Reference 

References represent almost exact

 

 copies of other options. References do not establish 
an own type of option. They can be used, however, to reduce the work to create a series 
of almost identical options. An example are configuration options, which describe the 
configuration of auxiliary functions  of a DCC locomotive decoder. In many cases there 
is a configuration option or a group of options (preferably grouped in a folder), which 
belongs to a certain physical function output or a logical DCC function (such as F1, F2, 
…). In total all function outputs or all logical DCC functions are represented by several 
options or groups of options, which differ only by their name and their number (e.g. CV 
number). In order to avoid multiplication of almost identical configuration options, 
which differ only by name and number, it is sufficient, to create only one of these op-
tions completely first and to create a reference for the second, third, and so on almost 
identical option, which refers to the first option. 

References are useful, if a series of options is to be created, where the particular options 
only differ by name and number. It is also possible to create references to folders. In this 
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case the names of all options contained in this folder are derived from the names of the 
original folder. The numbers of these options are adjusted automatically. 
 
Unlike copies of options created by means of the Windows Clipboard, references have 
the advantage that an effect of subsequent revisions and changes in the original option 
automatically apply also to all associated references. 

Indexed Options 

Some decoders have so many settings that a large number of configuration options 
(CVs) is required. On the other hand the number of options, which are directly address-
able over the track signal, is limited. In order to store more options in a decoder than 
these limits allow, a so-called “indexed access” is done. This means that the meaning 
and content of a CV changes, depending on the value of a so-called “index register”. By 
changing the value in the index register the value and the meaning of the indexed option 
changes, too. In this manner, an option with a certain number (for example the CV 280) 
can be used several times and solves the lack of directly addressable CVs. 
 
For example, if the CV 260 is used as an index register for the CV 280, then with each 
change of CV 260 the meaning of CV 280 changes, too. If CV 260 supports the five 
values from 0 to 4, then five different values with different meanings can be stored in  
CV 280. To write a specific value to CV 280 or to read from it, the corresponding value 
between 0 and 4 must be previously written to CV 260. If 0 is written into CV 260, then 
the first value in CV 280 can be accessed, if 1 is written into CV 260, then the second 
value in CV 280 can be accessed, and so on. 
 
In the decoder database of TrainProgrammer™ indexed options can also be arranged. 
During the programming process, the necessary values are always automatically written 
to the options, that are used for indexed access, before accessing an indexed option. 
 
In the decoder database it is for example possible to set CV 260 as the index register for 
CV 280. For the five values from 0 to 4 five different configuration options can be de-
fined and associated with CV 280. These five options may have different names, mean-
ings, values, ranges and other properties. For each of these options it will be specified, 
which CV acts as the index register (in this example, CV 260), and which value (in this 
example, from 0 to 4) must be written into the index register to access that option. 
The same option can also be indexed with more than one index register. In this case, 
several values must be written into these index registers prior to programming the in-
dexed option.  
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In TrainProgrammer™ an index register may even be indexed itself. However, so far 
no decoder is known, which uses this. Furthermore, it is also possible to create refer-
ences to indexed options and thus to reproduce indexed options with little effort. 
 
The supply of the index registers with the correct values is automatically performed by 
TrainProgrammer™ during the programming process prior to accessing an indexed 
option. For the end user, the programming of indexed options is therefore practically as 
comfortable and easy as the access to regular, non-indexed options. 

7.3 Multilingualism, Derivation, Templates 

The features outlined in this section are useful for editors of decoder configurations, 
which are not only created for personal use, but also intended to be used by a plurality of 
other users. 

Multilingual Decoder Configurations 

Each decoder configuration can contain language dependent contents (such as names, 
tool tips, etc.) for different languages at the same time. The language actually used de-
pends on the language of the user interface of TrainProgrammer™, which is selected 
during installation of the software. The options of the decoder database, however, allow 
editing of the language dependent contents for all supported languages. In this way it is 
possible to create one single decoder configuration for several languages. If such decod-
er configuration is used in the English version of TrainProgrammer™, then the , 
TrainProgrammer™, then the English contents of the decoder configuration are dis-
played. If the same decoder configuration is used in the German version of 
TrainProgrammer™, then the German contents of the decoder configuration are dis-
played. 
 
The currently supported languages are English and German. 

Derivation 

It is possible to derive a decoder configuration from another. This is very useful and 
time saving if several similar decoder configurations are to be created. In many cases the 
decoder configurations of the decoders of the same manufacturer are very similar, if not 
even identical. In such case it is useful to create a decoder configuration for one typical 
representative of this family of similar decoders first and then to derive the other decod-
ers of this family from the first. 
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Initially derivation causes all decoder options of the base decoder configuration to be 
inherited by the derived configuration. It is furthermore possible to modify selected op-
tions in the derived configuration in order to support those parts of the derived configu-
ration, that are different to the base configuration. 
 
The following modifications are possible in derived configurations: 
 
• Options, which are contained in the base configuration, but which are not supported 

by the derived configuration, can be excluded from the derived configuration. 
• New options, which are supported by the derived configuration, but not contained in 

the base configuration, can be added. 
• Options of the base configuration including their child options can be completely re-

placed in the derived configuration. This causes the same effect as excluding an op-
tion of the base configuration and adding a new one. 

• Selected parts of the content of an option of the base configuration can be overwrit-
ten in derived configurations. This is useful, if the derived option is almost identical 
to the base option with just small differences like default value, minimum or maxi-
mum allowed values, names or tool tips, etc. 

Templates 

Templates complete the concept of derivation. Assume a family of almost identical de-
coders with a large subset of common options. In such cases it is useful to create a de-
coder configuration, which represents the common subset as a base configuration and to 
derive all other configurations from this base. If the base configuration, however, does 
not represent a real decoder itself, this configuration can be marked as a template. Such 
Templates are only used to derive other decoders from them in the decoder database, but 
they are not provided for programming of decoders during normal use of  
TrainProgrammer™.   
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Appendix: Troubleshooting 

Problems during Reading and Writing of Decoder Values 

Problems during reading and writing of decoder values are in most cases caused by con-
tact problems between track and wheels. With TrainProgrammer™ usually a group of 
values is read or written, while with the digital system only one value can be processed 
in one step.  
 
And this makes the difference! 
 
For programming with the digital system the locomotive is put on the track, one decoder 
value is written or read and if this does not work at once the locomotive is slightly 
pushed and everything works fine.  
 
With TrainProgrammer™ the locomotive is put on the track and reading/writing is 
started for a bunch of decoder values. In many cases this works for several values and 
after processing some values the process is interrupted and an error message is dis-
played. But the small push makes the difference!! During programming the locomotive 
performs small micro movements. For this reason tracks and wheels must be very (!) 
clean. If this is not the case the locomotive might loose contact during processing of 
several decoder values. Error messages or wrong decoder values are never generated by 
TrainProgrammer™ itself. This information is passed directly from the digital system 
to the user interface. 

Compatibility problems 

TrainProgrammer™ does not communicate with the decoder directly. Instead it sends 
a command to the digital system, that directs the digital system to send commands to the 
track for reading or writing of decoder values. In case of read or write errors the digital 
system sends an error message back to the computer. This error message is finally dis-
played by TrainProgrammer™. If contact problems as outlined above can be ruled out 
as reason of read/write problems, then check with the manufacturer of the decoder or the 
digital system, whether there are known problems with regard to the compatibility be-
tween both. 
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